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Arch Rental, LLC Prevents Downtime for Marcellus and Utica Shale Fields
with Rotating Control Heads and OEM Support Equipment Rental
WASHINGTON, PA, April 1, 2013 -Lean-running drillers who prefer renting rather than purchasing
wellhead components have a capable new equipment source in the Marcellus Region and Utica Shale
Fields: Arch Rental, LLC.
A subsidiary of Washington Rotating Control Heads, Inc., Arch Rental opened for business this spring,
responding to “massive demand for rental equipment from operators in the Marcellus and Utica plays,”
says operation manager, Rick McKinney.
“Here in the Northeast the trend is toward rentals, driven by the big companies coming in from out West
— the Exxons and BPs and Shells,” he notes. “So we’re stepping up to the plate with a whole range of
rental and service options, backed up by the expertise and resources of an established OEM.”
With access to decades of experience in manufacturing and servicing diverters and drilling heads, says
Washington Rotating’s Owner Denise Johnston, “Our rental experts know what they’re looking at, and
they keep a close eye on every piece of hardware while it’s out in the field. That attention to detail, plus
the quality we engineer into the equipment we build, gives our customers a chance to cut back drastically
on downtime.”
According to Joyce Mayernik, Washington Rotating’s Owner, the Arch Rental inventory is the most
complete in the region. “We learned a long time ago that every drilling operation has its own way of
doing things. Not only do they need exactly the right components to fit the individual drilling rig— they
need the right consumables— and they need it all on time, usually 24-7. And, we are servicing within a
200-mile radius of Pittsburgh into Ohio, Maryland, Pennsylvania and West Virginia.
“Rotating control heads, slip-on air bowls, casing runners, stripper rubbers … chances are we’ll have all
the components on the shelf. But when only a custom solution will do, we have total design, engineering
and manufacturing capability right here under our roof.”
Arch Rental, LLC and Washington Rotating, Inc., owned and managed by Ms. Mayernik and Ms.
Johnston, come from a 40-year family history of manufacturing rotating control heads for the oil and gas
industry for both national and international markets. Both companies are certified women-owned
businesses, as well as ISNetworld safety verified.
Full information about Arch Rental service and rental options and volume discounts is posted at
http://www.archrental.com. Service representatives are standing by at info@archrental.com and (724)
228-1220.
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About Washington Rotating Control Heads:
Washington Rotating Control Heads, based in Washington, PA, is a leading manufacturer of
Rotating Control Devices and related consumables for oil, gas, water, and geothermal drilling
around the world. Serving the industry for nearly 40 years, Washington Rotating has an everexpanding product base that anticipates its customers’ needs, while providing top-notch service
and support.

